Living As Love ~ A Change In Perspective
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A special Creation for those on my first Living As Love presentation. Fresh new
conversations the first week of January 2013 especially channeled for those who
listen to this class.
May you be Inspired into your Authenticity, your Self Love, Your own Genius,
owning the Preciousness You Are by partaking of my heart felt offerings to each
of you.
May you unfold into the Brilliance you came here to be, sharing your own
Genius and Gifts with a world hungry for what only You can offer them, in your
unique and special ways.
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be aware
preciousness exists
inside all pieces
held within each others embrace
trace one line anywhere
it will lead you everywhere
you desire to go
we all nourish the whole
we all bless each other
each part necessary
for others to play with
or against
in all ways
the play is meant to be
fun
running in the sun
splashing in the rain
running away from a storm
or hurricane
do not miss the point
by attempting to figure things out
trust in the blessings
and the answers
will arise
like bubbles
when you need them most
love is always near
knocking at your door
open up
and enter in
to your
heaven on earth
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beauty fills the air
love touches life
it arises
springing forth to be again
not counting days
not comparing notes
one to the next
being fresh
here and now
within the veins
of leaves
answers to time
lie waiting
slow down
you will lose
that which cannot be taken
and does not exist
only the present moment
holds whatever you desire
open handed
fresh
for you to take
or leave
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i saw your face
my breath stopped
as i inhaled the beauty
what does a moment hold
the preciousness of you
new here now
embracing and erasing
yesterday and tomorrow
lightly brushing your face
the grace of the exhale
tingles the edges
and you are here
know life always exists
surrounding you
even in lonely moments
you are never alone
you are a stone
rippling the ponds of creation
each thought a pebble
falling into eternity
i
always knowing
you
are there
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frozen in time
you looked at me
and told a story
what you did not know
lay waiting to be shared
slowly
gazing eye to eye
heart to heart
the world
beyond words
revealed itself
you and i create a new
relationship
inside our new world
where stories fade
wisdom is revealed
the grace of our preciousness
can now be shared
our hearts
connecting
create a magical place
in which love replaces
the stories we used to tell
about each other
and truth is born
in the grace
we share
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reflections of us
living in a tree
a fish eating a fish
or mating
bottom of a torso
embracing limbs
do we know
the tree’s intention
or was it merely
life embracing life
freely
so much is hidden from view
sitting quietly in communion
life opens up
people open up
answers pouring themselves upon us
when we stop creating stories
about what we do not know
and only share
what we
do
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similar yet different
soft colored petals
savoring the air
smelling my face
almost touching theirs
senses ecstatically opening
blissfully embracing
orgasmic fragrances
wonder and curiosity rising
what creates this magical beauty
each one so different and new
and gone so quickly from view
glimpsing but a moment in time
where we touched
love at first sight
love feeling love
embracing each other
i savor the moment
the door to bliss
always remaining open
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how could i know what you were
endless circles of green
so tightly woven together
each unfolding circe revealing yet another
and another
unwinding yourself
until something totally new appears before me
how often is something else
held ransom to a pattern of growth
and I am not seeing
an authentic form
merely an unwinding into perfection
did I but grasp too soon
the unfolding story
a unique treasure
waiting to share itself
with me
when I allow time
to slip away
surrendering into
the ever present moment
of now
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life speaks all languages
beyond words
beyond stories
bringing together
the wisdom of ages
a place where time stands still
mystery dwells here
do we look in
or wait outside the door
what went in before us
and dare we follow
or lead the way
inside ourselves
we hold the key
which unlocks the answers
we are seeking
the door remains open
is it ours or not
we ask
and we can know
beyond words
in the language
of all life
speaking through us
and to us
all the time

life is a transformation
we are born
we grow
we die
we come again
change happens
vibrancy begins to tingle
at the edges
and there is beauty
in each phase
things to savor
enjoy and play with
vibrancy
never ceasing
only changing form
we are part of something bigger
we feel the connection
we blow in the wind
we wave at each other
swinging from our perches
hanging onto something
which nourishes us

until hanging on
is no longer an option
we can feel the change
we let go and fall
into something else
something even bigger
still supporting our journey
we smile
as we fly around
dancing in the air
until we land softly on the ground
something cradling us still
then we shift once more
to become the soil for something new to
emerge again

I stare at the tree

what are you

this new thing I see it sparks my curiosity

how does plastic grow on trees how do you float in the breeze

maybe you are wax

maybe they are candy growing on a tree
perhaps some fairy made them just for me
I am born anew smiling grinning ear to ear
hundreds of little red stars happily bouncing on branches
look see see me they giggle with glee
I do not know how they grow
what star they came from
how they came to be here
today
for Me to See
I just revel in their beauty
I twinkle in the sunshine
of their smiles
always blessed
with nature’s creativity
endlessly seeding me
with joyous
endless
love
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you are precious
nothing like you exists
anywhere else
creations beyond comprehension
love yourself
all that you are
all you know and do not know
it doesn’t matter
embrace the magic of you
the part only you can play
loving each day
be you
honored adored
or eaten
unique and precious
give and take with love
blessing with grace
whatever traces you leave behind
for you will find
yourself here again
looking in the same mirror
and may
love always be greeting you
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BEAU
I never left
i am always present
the whole is never torn apart
separation does not exist
only the mind plays games
the heart knows
we are one
for eternity
you and me
me and you
the two of us
the all of we
me
floating in a sea of you
you
floating in an ocean of me
trace the lines
and every piece is looking back at you
love wove itself into and through every particle
so it would greet itself
meet itself
in every place and face
every particle which graces creation
there is no beginning and ending
only an expanding awareness
of caring and compassion
for the freedom to do it all
be it all
make it all
experience it all
there are no two sides to anything

only differing points of view
remember the grace
from which you emerged
so long ago
the stars you are
the sun which shines brightly
always inside you
the nations you created
the planets and galaxies
you have yet to explore
adore you
because that thread of love
from which creation wove itself
is one magnificent magical tapestry
creator knew
it would never be alone
surrounded by everything it ever was
and will be
loving without conditions
allowing everything the freedom
to be what it wants to be
because
we all play different roles
each time around
until
the names and labels
no longer have meaning
we have all power to create
and yet nothing
can ever be destroyed
only hidden from view
me and you
playing a game
of finding and losing ourselves
again and again and again
inside a sea of love
where there is always a new beginning
and nothing ever ends
my friend
we are forever
new
and in love
with life
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With Endless Love & Appreciation,
Morgine Jurdan
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